ABSTRACT In this paper, characteristic mode analysis (CMA) is originally applied to investigate complex spoof localized surface plasmon (LSP) resonators, including a traditional toroid spoof-LSP resonator, and three Fabry-Perot type spoof-LSP resonators with different boundary conditions: open, shorted, and reactive. Compared with three traditional analytical methods of spoof LSP: dispersion curve approximation, near-field measurement (NFM), and extinction cross-sectional simulation (ECSS), CMA has three main advantages: to provide an insight of intrinsic resonances independent of excitations, to provide eigencurrents distribution, and to track each resonant mode at the full frequency band even when many resonant modes coexist at a very narrow band. Resonant frequencies calculated by CMA match well with that obtained by NFM and ECSS, indicating the correctness of CMA method. Based on CMA, bandwidths and eigencurrents of different resonant modes are also presented. It is foreseeable that CMA could be further utilized in spoof-LSP designs for various applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
Surface waves on corrugated metal surfaces have been discussed for many years [1] - [3] . Based on similar sub-wavelength structures, the concept of spoof surface plasmon polaritons (SSPPs) has been proposed to mimic optical surface plasmons (SPs) at microwave band and terahertz band, promoting the possibility of manipulating electromagnetic (EM) waves propagation, localization and radiation [4] - [10] . When SSPPs transmission lines are bent into a circle, SSPPs waves propagate forward and backward simultaneously to form standing waves and this kind of resonance is called as spoof localized surface plasmon (LSP). Recently, spoof-LSP on various structures have been discovered with complex response spectra: Pors et al. [11] investigated spoof-LSP on textured metal cylinder; Shen and Cui [12] reviewed spoof-LSP and some spoof-LSP sensors on planar metal structures; Gao et al. [13] , [14] designed fan-shaped metal surfaces to support spoof-LSP as well as spoof-LSP transmission structures; Wu et al. [15] discussed characteristics of spoof-LSP on a textured closed surface with defeats; Huidobro et al. [16] proposed magnetic spoof-LSP. Commonly, the response spectra of spoof-LSP resonators are complex. Multiple spoof-LSP resonances with different levels of energy could be excited in the spectra. There are three traditional methods to analyze these complex spoof-LSP resonances: The first method is dispersion curve approximation (DCA). Resonant frequencies could be calculated when the dispersion curve is obtained [12] , [13] . However, results are certain approximations because rectangle-shaped unit cells are used to represent fan-shaped unit cells in simulation that brings geometric deviation inevitably. The second method is near field measurement (NFM) [12] , [14] , [17] . It is convenient to obtain near-field (NF) response spectra by NFM but difficult to track spoof-LSP resonances at low frequency band because the NF probes are too small to detect low frequency signals. Moreover, the existence of NF probes brings distortion to field distribution and causes frequency shift due to the reactance of probes. The third method is extinction cross section simulation (ECSS) [18] - [22] . This method obtains far field response spectra under plane wave excitations. However, field and eigencurrents distribution are distorted by plane wave excitations; moreover, the extinction cross section (ECS) of each mode varies greatly and the number of resonant peaks at spectra could be fewer than theoretical prediction as observed in [19] . More importantly, spectra obtained by both NFM and ECSS are superposition of responses from all modes; and it is hard to distinguish each resonant mode when multiple resonant modes are excited at a narrow band.
As mentioned before, complex spoof-LSP resonances have been analyzed and applied to the field of sensor designs; however, the development of analytical methods stands still with some disadvantages. Therefore, this paper is aimed at finding a powerful method to study spoof-LSP resonances. We regard characteristic mode analysis (CMA) as a potential candidate. CMA was first proposed by Garbacz and Turpin [23] to find a set of independent eigencurrents of an arbitrary metal structure under open boundary condition. Recently, CMA has been applied to various antenna problems such as, mutual coupling reduction [24] , antenna platform designs [25] , antenna array [26] , metasurface antenna [27] , and optical antennas [28] . Reviews on CMA can be found in [29] and [30] . CMA frees us of influence from feeding structures at the beginning of antenna designs and provides an insight on each natural resonant mode of a geometric structure. Since spoof-LSP resonances are also intrinsic resonances of structures, it is desirable to use CMA to calculate resonant frequencies, bandwidths, and eigencurrents of each resonant state without influence from excitations.
To vindicate the robustness of CMA in the field of spoof-LSP resonances, four complex spoof-LSP resonators are proposed and investigated by CMA respectively: a traditional toroid spoof-LSP resonator and three FabryPerot (F-P) type spoof-LSP resonators with various boundary conditions. It should be mentioned that the boundary condition of F-P type spoof-LSP resonators could be used as a controllable parameter to manipulate spoof-LSP resonances. However, researches about F-P type spoof-LSP resonators with complex boundary conditions have not been reported due to the disadvantages of traditional analytical methods listed before: it is difficult to conduct DCA due to the lack of precise reflection characteristics at terminals of F-P type resonators; when we conduct NFM, coupling between NF probes increases dramatically because the F-P type resonators are usually smaller than traditional toroid resonators; and when we conduct ECSS, radiation from terminals of F-P type resonators may influence observation of resonant peaks. Based on CMA, this paper investigates various complex resonant modes separately without the influence of excitations such as plane waves and NF probes.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the mathematical background of CMA. Section III deduces a general spoof-LSP resonant condition and designs complex spoof-LSP resonators. Section IV presents CMA results and makes comparisons with results obtained by traditional methods. Section V concludes this paper.
II. THEORY OF CHARACTERISTIC MODES ANALYSIS
Basic mathematical background of CMA has been provided in [30] . From the electrical field integral equation (EFIE) of the method of moments (MoM), a complex impedance matrix can be obtained,
where R is the real part and X is the imaginary part. The characteristic modes can be defined as,
where J n is the eigencurrents of mode order n and λ n is the eigenvalue, ranging from -∞ to +∞. The induced currents on the metal body can be written as a superposition of J n .
According to boundary condition, modal coefficient α n can be further calculated.
The numerator represents the modal excitation coefficient and the modal significance (MS) is defined in (5), ranging from 0 to 1, as a function of frequency. Modes with MS close to 0 could be ignored; Modes with MS close to 1 contribute to the induced current distribution significantly;
Based on MS curve, we can investigate intrinsic property of each mode clearly. Spoof-LSP resonances are narrowband resonances, covering over a wide frequency span. Each spoof-LSP mode on a planar structure can be tracked by performing CMA repeatedly at sampling frequencies at will. Then, we can investigate how each spoof-LSP resonant mode evolves from non-resonant state, MS = 0, to strong resonant state, MS = 1. Independent of any specific external sources, CMA provides a powerful method to investigate each mode at the full frequency band, and many characteristics of spoof-LSP resonances could be obtained, including eigencurrents, resonant frequencies, and bandwidths. Eigencurrents could be obtained by equation (2); MS curves reveal the resonant frequency; moreover, the half-power bandwidth (HPB) of MS curves contains the information about resonant bandwidths [29] .
where f R is the center frequency of the spoof-LSP resonant mode; f H and f L are upper band frequency and lower band frequency, determined by half-MS value. HPBs of NF spectra or ECS spectra also contain the information about bandwidth; however, they are superposition of all modes and related to excitation, probes or plane waves. Therefore, it is difficult to define the bandwidth of each resonant mode by NFM and ECSS. We think it is more suitable to define the bandwidth of each spoof-LSP resonant mode according to HPB of MS curves, especially when spoof-LSP resonant modes are overlapped at a narrow frequency band.
III. COMPLEX SPOOF LOCALIZED SURFACE PLASMON RESONATORS
As shown in Fig. 1 , complex spoof-LSP resonators could be divided into two classes: toroid resonators and F-P type resonators. Toroid resonators support bidirectional transmission of clockwise and clockwise to establish resonances. Resonant condition of the toroid resonator is written as below [12] , [13] 
where k sp is the wave vector of SSPPs, n is the mode order, C is the circumference of the toroid resonator which could also be represented as P × N , the product of periodic length P and the number of unit cell N . DCA is based on this equation to calculate resonant frequencies: when the circumference and the wave vector are obtained, the resonant frequency of different modes could be calculated. Different from the toroid resonators, F-P type resonators consist of two reflective terminals, trapping SSPPs in the wave guide between two terminals to form standing waves. Regarding the boundary condition as a new parameter to control spoof-LSP resonances, we propose complex F-P type spoof-LSP resonators with various boundary conditions, including open, shorted and reactive terminals. Taking phase shifts at two terminals into consideration, we extend the resonant condition of spoof-LSP resonances on the traditional toroid resonator to a more general situation,
α is the angle of fan-shaped textured metal region where SSPPs could propagate, phase shifts at two reflecting terminals are denoted as ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 where positive values of these numbers correspond to the inductive boundary, and negative values correspond to capacitive boundary. It is worthy to be mentioned that the traditional resonant condition in (9) could be regarded as a special condition when α is 2π , and ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 are both zero. Fig. 2 shows the four complex spoof-LSP resonators under investigation. The traditional toroid resonator is shown in Fig. 2(a) . The open-terminal F-P type resonator is shown in Fig. 2(b) . The shorted-terminal F-P type resonator and the reactive-terminal F-P type resonator are proposed in this section to support spoof-LSP resonances. An arc metal patch is placed to connect two terminals to form the shorted terminal in Fig. 2(c) . In Fig. 2(d) , we design a pair of longer metal teeth on both sides of the corrugated reign to establish reactive terminals; and the shape of longer teeth outside decides the reflection phase at terminals. Fig. 3 shows detailed structures of unit cell where Fig. 3(a) shows the fan-shaped unit cell of real designs and Fig. 3(b) shows the square-shaped unit cell in simulations. Fig. 4 shows the dispersion curves of three unit cells with different groove height h. Among these lines, the black line is the dispersion curve of the unit cell under investigation in the following sections. Resonant frequencies of a traditional toroid resonator are decided by dispersion curves according to equation (10) . The size of grooves affects the dispersion curve; therefore it brings shifts VOLUME 6, 2018 to resonant frequencies. The resonant states with stronger slow wave effect are more sensitive to the size of grooves. In addition, the cutoff frequency decides the number of resonant states and no resonant states could be found above the cutoff frequency. Photos of four resonators under investigation are shown in Fig. 5 . 35 um thick copper patches with periodic grooves are supported by 508 um thick Rogers 4003C dielectric substrate. Geometric parameters of unit cells are exactly the same: the out radius R is 15 mm, the height of grooves h is 10 mm, and the width of grooves w is 0.5 mm. The length of outside teeth of reactive-terminal resonator is 25 mm.
IV. SIMULATED AND MEASURED RESULTS
In this section, several simulated and measured results of the four complex spoof-LSP resonators are presented to illustrate As shown in Fig. 6(a) , NFM of spoof-LSP resonators is based on a 2-ports network analyzer; the network analyzer is connected to a pair of electric probes by two cables; the probes are placed near the spoof-LSP resonator. NF spectra of the four complex spoor-LSP resonators are tracked and resonant peaks could be observed in Fig. 7(a), (d) , (g), (j). As shown in Fig. 6(b) , ECS is defined as the sum of the radar cross section (RCS) and absorption cross section (ACS) to give the total monochromatic power removed from incident waves by the combined effect of scattering and absorption [31] .
ECS=ACS+RCS (11)
Incident linear-polarized plane waves (the magnetic vector H pointing along z direction, and the electronic vector E pointing along y direction) propagate towards the spoof-LSP resonator (along x direction); Resonant states could be excited when the frequency of incident waves is the same with the resonant frequency. Resonant peaks could be observed on the ECS spectra as shown in Fig. 7(b) , (e), (h), and (k). CMA is conducted repeatedly by solving the eigenvalue problem in (3) at each frequency sample. Fig. 7 (c) , (f), (i), and (l) display MS curves and detailed results are listed in Table 1 . Fig. 8, Fig. 9, Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 show Firstly, we analyze the traditional toroid resonator. The traditional toroid resonator contains 36 unit cells; therefore resonant modes exist when waves pass every unit cell with the phase shift meeting 10×N degrees, DCA results are shown in Fig. 4 . The six resonant modes exist below the cut off frequency and resonant frequencies are labeled. The deviations, especially at low frequency band are included inevitably due to the geometric approximation. Fig. 7(a)-(c) show response spectra. Resonant frequencies are similar; however, difference could be found because the excitations are different. The lower order modes, M1 and M2, in the NF response spectrum shown in Fig. 7(a) and higher order modes, M5 and M6, in the ECS spectrum shown in Fig. 7(b) are weakly excited; however, MS curves track the change of six resonant modes clearly as shown in Fig. 7(c) . Fig. 8 shows eigencurrents distribution of the six resonant modes based on CMA respectively. Both the electric field and the eigencurrents of different resonant modes are dipole, quadrupole, hexapole, octupole, decapole, dodecapole distributed. Moreover, the MS curves also give information about the resonant bandwidth of different modes. As shown in Table 1 , the higher order modes exhibit narrower bandwidth, and hence are not obtained easily from the NF spectrum and the ECS spectrum, especially when resonant modes are overlapped at a narrow band.
Secondly, we analyze the open-terminal resonator. The number of unit cells is far less than the toroid resonator; therefore, the number of resonant modes decreases dramatically. Fig. 7(d)-(f) show response spectra where two resonant peaks could be observed by different methods. It is remarkable that both two resonant peaks could be observed by NFM, ECSS and CMA. Fig. 9 shows eigencurrents distribution of two different resonant modes. Dipole and quadrupole distributions match well with electric fields. Bandwidths of different modes are shown in Table 1 . Bandwidths of two modes are similar; M3 is just a little narrower than M2.
Thirdly, we analyze the shorted-terminal resonator. Fig. 7(g)-(i) show response spectra and Fig. 10 shows the eigencurrents distribution. Three resonant modes could be observed. M1 is a wideband resonant mode depending on the geometry of the metal patch; and two higher order modes, M2 and M3, are both spoof-LSP resonant modes whose resonant frequencies are almost the same as resonant frequencies of open-terminal F-P type resonators. It is compre-VOLUME 6, 2018 hensible because both the number and geometric parameters of grooves are exactly the same, and because total phase shifts at short-terminals and open-terminals are both 2π . M1, the ultra-wideband (UWB) radiation mode in the NF spectrum is too weak to be observed; resonant peaks of M2 are almost immersed in background scattering. However, MS curves track all the three modes. And the bandwidths of M2 and M3 are listed in Table 1 .
Finally, we analyze the reactive-terminal resonator. Fig. 7(j)-(l) show response spectra. Three resonant modes could be found. Eigencurrents distribution of each spoof-LSP resonant mode is shown in Fig. 11 . Eigencurrents of M1 distribute on the surface of outer longer teeth, while almost all eigencurrents of M2 and M3 mainly distribute on the inner corrugated region. It indicates that all resonant modes should be spoof-LSP resonant modes: M1 is supported by the pair of longer teeth on both side of corrugated region. M2 and M3 are supported by inner corrugated region whose center frequencies shift a little compared with resonant frequencies of open and shorted terminal resonators. The frequency shift is caused by phase shifts at reactive terminals. In this case, the tiny redshift indicates the pair of longer metal arms enhances the capacitance at terminals. Bandwidths of all the three modes are listed in Table 1 . The higher order modes exhibit narrower bandwidth.
Resonant frequencies obtained by NFM, ECSS and CMA are similar, indicating the correctness of all these methods. However, both NFM and ECSS could not perform well at the full frequency band; NFM could not track low frequency resonance and ECSS could not track high frequency resonance. However, CMA performs well at the full frequency band; CMA tracks each resonant mode from non-resonant state to resonant state and provides eigencurrents distributions. Based on MS curve, CMA also provides a method to study the bandwidth of each resonant state. According to (6) , HPBs of most resonant modes are listed in Table 1 , except M1 on the toroid resonator and the shorted-terminal resonator because they are both wideband modes expanding outside the investigated frequency band.
V. CONCLUSION
Various studies of generating and detecting spoof-LSP resonances have been reported; however, more powerful methods to investigate complex spoof-LSP resonances remain untapped. We discuss CMA of complex spoof-LSP resonators in this paper, bringing CMA from the field of antenna designs to the field of surface wave resonances. Four complex spoof-LSP resonators are investigated by CMA at the full frequency band; resonant frequency, resonant bandwidth, and eigencurrents distribution are obtained. Moreover, in this paper, the concept of complex F-P type spoof-LSP resonators with various boundary conditions is fist proposed and analyzed by CMA, providing more parameters to manipulate complex 
